
Surface Gathering Systems 

in most oil and gas production installations ,the flow from several wells will be 

gathered at central processing station(separators) or combined in to common pipe 

line. Surfaces gathering system is composed of several flow lines,main pipe 

line(Header),valves,and fittings. 

Types of surface Gathering systems 

There are two common types of Gathering systems which are: 

1-Radial Gathering System 

In this system,the flow line that transported the hydrocarbon from wells are jointed 

together at common point(Separator).This system of pipe is used in small area where 

the lengths of flow line are short.In this system ,the flowing tubing head pressure 

(Ptf) of individual well(i) is summation of separator pressure(Psep) plus pressure loss 

in flow line(∆Pl), plus pressure loss through chock(∆Pckock) and pressure loss through 

fittings(∆Pfitting) as written in the following equation: 

Ptf=Psep+∆Pl+∆Pckock+∆Pfitting 
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2-Axial (Trunk line) Gathering System 

In this system ,the flow lines of individual wells are tied into common pipeline called 

(Header),so that the pipe line flow rate is the sum of the upstream  well flow rates 

and each well has more direct effects on its neighbors wells.This system is used for 

large area where the lengths of flow lines are long and with high cost. 
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** Selection of gathering system type will be depend on  cost 

analysis and the topography of the region. 

Flow in surface Gathering System  

The flow of produced hydrocarbon fluids in surface gathering system should be 

laminar flow to reduce friction loss caused by friction with pipe wall(large pipe size 

will reduce the friction loss) 

In some times slug flow of liquid and gas as sequence in pipes may occur and caused 

damaged of gathering system. Slug catcher tools may install in flow system to reduce 

slug effects.  

Flow lines   

Are pipe lines that transported the produced hydrocarbons from well heads to either 

separator or to the header line.These lines are generally of small diameter(2.5 cm to 



10 cm) and made of steel or plastic welded or threaded coupling connect joints. Flow 

line usually are coated internally to minimize corrosion. Based on type of 

manufactured material, the following flow line are presented: 

1- Steel pipe line    2- Fiberglass pipe line  3-   Plastic pipe line  4-Asbestos pipe 

line       

The internal pressure of flow line is determined by the well head pressure, 

pressure loss through chock, fitting and separator pressure. Based on the working 

pressure ,there are two types of flow line which are: 

A-Low pressure flow line 

The working pressure of this type is less than 125 psi 

B-High pressure low line 

The working pressure of this type is greater than 125 psi  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


